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a b s t r a c t

The transmitted scene superposed with the reflected scene from a transparent surface leads to mixed
images. Few methods have been devoted for tracking on mixed images while such images are ubiquitous
in the real world. Thus, this paper proposes a robust single object tracking scheme for mixed images
acquired by mobile cameras. Layer separation that decomposes mixed images extracts intrinsic dynamic
layers before tracking. In order to make the tracker robust against camera motion, motion compensation
is applied to both layer separation and prediction stage of the particle filter. To maximize the observation
likelihood and thus optimize particle weights in the face of reflections, the proposed scheme combines
sequential importance resampling (SIR) based co-inference and maximum likelihood for multi-cue
integration. Experimental results show that the proposed scheme effectively improves tracking accuracy
on mixed images with camera motion.

� 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Visual tracking is essential to many applications of computer
vision. Previous trackers tackle problems such as occlusion,
illumination variations, pose changes, cluttered background, com-
plex trajectory, and multi-target. But few of them focus on the
reflection interference problem. In fact, mixed images contain both
reflections from the transparent surface and the transmitted scene
behind the surface. Due to being superposed with the reflected
scene, the appearance of the target and background in the trans-
mitted scene change significantly in the mixed images and thus
inaccurate tracking is easily raised. In complex and dynamic envi-
ronments, multi-cue integration can improve the robustness of
particle filter based trackers. Serby et al. combine multiple
low-level features, including interesting points, edges, homoge-
neous and textured regions, into a particle filter framework for
tracking [1]. And the multi-feature observation likelihood is the
product of individual likelihoods of different features. To maximize
the discriminability of multiple cues, Yang et al. use object detec-
tors to adapt the target observation model [2]. Li et al. propose
the weighted Dempter-Shafer fusion to combine evidences from
different spatio-temporal SVMs (supper vector machine) into the
observation likelihood of a particle filter [3]. The phenomenon of
co-inference is proposed by Wu and Huang in 2001 and is refined

in [4]. By using the structured variational inference to decouple the
dynamics of multiple hidden states, Wu et al. propose co-inference
tracking of multiple modalities. The variational parameters of one
modality are inferred by the other modalities to maximize the
observation likelihood [4]. Sparse representation can be also inte-
grated into the particle filter for data fusion [5–8]. Such trackers
are robust against occlusion, illumination variations, and cluttered
background. Wu et al. solves a l1-regularized least squares problem
to estimate sparse coefficients of the target candidate [5].

Reflection separation is to estimate the transmitted scene and
reflection image from the transparent surface, e.g., glass [9].
Blind source separation aims at estimating the unknown source
signals and mixing matrix from a set of mixed signals [10]. For
computer vision, reflection separation can take use of blind source
separation to estimate source layers. Independent component
analysis (ICA) based separation works under assumptions of inde-
pendent source layers and static mixing, e.g. [11]. Given two mixed
images, two source images can be separated by minimizing their
structural correlations, e.g. [12]. Under the sparse prior over
derivative filters on natural images [13], manually marked edges
can help separation from a single image [14]. Automatic separation
of weak reflection from a single image can be achieved by using the
smoothness constraint and reducing the structural correlation
between layers [15]. In [16], several structural priors in the trans-
mitted and reflected layers are combined. Then the geometrical
alignment of the reflection region in multiple mixed images is opti-
mized using the augmented Lagrangian multiplier. Gai et al. con-
sider the diversities of layer motions and model the
transformation of reflected layers in a parametric way [17].
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Instead, Li et al. assume the parametric transformation for trans-
mitted layers so that variations of reflection layers can be handled
[18]. The method in [19] tracks reflection regions in video frames.
Another kind of layer separation is to derive intrinsic images
including the illumination and reflectance images where the input
image is the product of separated layers [13,20]. The intrinsic
image, the mid-level description of scenes, is defined by Barrow
and Tenenbaum [20]. Sometimes, computer vision algorithms
working on such descriptions achieve better performance.

Nowadays, few methods have been proposed for tracking on
mixed images. Before using the Kanade–Lucas–Tomasi feature
tracker for tracking an object in regions of reflections, the method
in [21] applies layer separation [13] to temporally aligned frames
to extract the background and foreground layers. Tracks of sepa-
rated layers are longer than those of the mixed images. Since the
focus of tracking is the target but neither the transmitted scene
nor the reflected scene, layer separation [13] also extracts the
dynamic layer before single object tracking in [22]. Based on the
framework of particle filter with compensated motion model
[23], the correction stage reweights particles using RGB and [I,
R-G, Y-B] color histograms of the mixed images [20]. The [I, R-G,
Y-B] color histogram is generated with the aid of a mask, indicating
the dynamic regions on the mixed image. Then each particle
weight is optimized using maximum likelihood. One problem with
Chen et al. [22] is that tracking accuracy will decrease if videos
have camera motion. This is mainly because the inaccurate static
layer (i.e., reflectance image) makes edges of background and
reflections contaminate the dynamic layer (i.e. illumination
image). The measurement that refers to the inaccurate mask
decreases estimation accuracy of the correction stage. Since few
of previous trackers tackle the problem of reflection interference
and multi-target tracking should discuss the areas of interactive
multiple motion (IMM) model, data association, and state estima-
tion in depth [24], this paper focuses on how to achieve robust sin-
gle object tracking using multiple cue integration for mobile mixed
images. This paper improves the work in [22] and its major contri-
butions are stated as follows. (1) The proposed scheme improves
tracking accuracy under the condition of reflections by combining
co-inference [4] and maximum likelihood for visual cue integra-
tion. (2) The proposed particle filter based scheme realizes
co-inference using sequential importance resampling (SIR) [25]
instead of sequential important sampling (SIS) to avoid the degen-
eracy problem. (3) Layer separation with motion compensation for
mobile images is proposed to extract objects with active motion.
As a result, the proposed scheme significantly improves tracking
accuracy on mobile mixed images. The remainder of this paper is
organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the compensated motion
model for tracking with mobile cameras [23]. Section 3 proposes
motion compensated layer separation for images with camera
motion. Section 4 proposes a robust single object tracking scheme
that combines co-inference [4] and maximum likelihood for mixed
images. Section 5 analyzes experimental results and Section 6 con-
cludes this paper.

2. Overview of the compensated motion model for tracking on
mobile images

The particle filter (PF) implements the Bayesian filter recur-
sively using the sequential Monte Carlo method [26]. Bayesian
tracking consists of the prediction and correction stages to
estimate the target state over the posterior probability density
function (pdf). Prediction obtains the prior pdf of the target state,
xt , at time t by

pðxt jz1:t�1Þ ¼
Z

pðxt jxt�1Þpðxt�1jz1:t�1Þdxt�1; ð1Þ

where z1:t�1 ¼ fz1; z2; . . . ; zt�1g is the set of observations up to time
t-1. The correction stage updates the posterior pdf pðxtjz1:tÞ using
the Bayes’ rule by

pðxt jz1:tÞ ¼
pðzt jxtÞpðxtjz1:t�1Þ

pðztjz1:t�1Þ
; ð2Þ

where pðztjz1:t�1Þ is the normalization constant, depending on the
likelihood function pðztjxtÞ. For particle filter, the posterior pdf is

approximated by a random measure, fxðiÞ1:t ;p
ðiÞ
t g

N

i¼1, where

fxðiÞ1:t; i ¼ 1; . . . ; kg is a set of particles with the associated importance

weights fpðiÞt ; i ¼ 1; . . . ;Ng. The samples xðiÞt are drawn from an
importance density qðxi

tjxi
1:t�1; z1:tÞ and their weights are updated by

pðiÞt ¼ pðiÞt�1
pðzt jxðiÞt Þpðx

ðiÞ
t jx

ðiÞ
t�1Þ

qðxðiÞt jx
ðiÞ
1:t�1; z1:tÞ

; ð3Þ

where qðxtjxðiÞ1:t�1; z1:tÞ chose to be pðxtjxðiÞt�1Þ can reduce the degener-
acy problem of sequential importance sampling [26].

In visual tracking, both object motion and camera motion
should be handled. The compensated motion model that includes
the control vector of camera motion can improve the tracking
accuracy significantly [23]. In [23], the state vector xi

t of the ith par-
ticle at time t is predicted by

xðiÞt ¼

SðiÞx;t

SðiÞy;t

W ðiÞ
x;t

W ðiÞ
y;t

HðiÞx;t

HðiÞy;t

2
666666666664

3
777777777775
¼

1 0 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
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3
777777775

SðiÞx;t�1

SðiÞy;t�1

W ðiÞ
x;t�1

W ðiÞ
y;t�1

HðiÞx;t�1

HðiÞy;t�1
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6666666666664

3
7777777777775
þ

1 0
0 1
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

2
666666664

3
777777775

GðiÞx;t

GðiÞy;t

" #
þ eðiÞt ;

ð4Þ

where ½SðiÞx;t; S
ðiÞ
y;t�

T
and ½HðiÞx;t�1;H

ðiÞ
y;t�1�

T
are the position and scale of the

target, respectively, eðiÞt is Gaussian noise [27], ½Gx;t;Gy;t�T is camera

motion, and ½W ðiÞ
x;t;W

ðiÞ
y;t�

T
is the object motion on the 2-D image after

motion compensation.

3. Layer separation using motion compensation for mobile
images

An image can be represented as the product of the reflectance
and illumination images. By layer separation, an image can be
decomposed into intrinsic images, including a reflectance image
and an illumination image [13,20]. This is true no matter whether
an image has reflections from the transparent surface. Assume that
the reflectance is constant and the illumination changes. Layer sep-
aration in [13] estimates the intrinsic images based on the sparse
prior over derivative filters on the previous T frames. For videos,
the estimated reflectance and illumination images correspond to
the static and dynamic layers of images, respectively. That is, mov-
ing objects will be separated into the dynamic layer if the video has
camera motion. For tracking on mixed images with camera motion,
the pre-processing stage expects to extract the dynamic layer that
contains objects with active but not passive (camera) motion most
of the time. Thus, instead of using reflection separation to get the
transmitted scene and reflection image from the transparent sur-
faces, we integrate the layer separation method in [13] with
motion compensation to estimate dynamic layers of mixed images,
i.e., illumination images. Motion information from such layers sig-
nificantly improves tracking accuracy on mixed images.

For intrinsic images in the log domain [13],

iðx; y; tÞ ¼ lðx; y; tÞ þ rðx; yÞ; ð5Þ
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